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Abstract 
In this thesis, we show that a sequence of conformal metrics on a compact n-
dimensional Riemannian manifold (n ~ 4) which has an upper bound on volume 
and an upper bound on the LP norm of the curvature tensor for fixed p > n/2 
has a subsequence which converges in ca. If n = 3, we have the same result if 
we assume, in addition, that the scalar curvature has an L 2 bound. 
As corollaries, we have the compactness of a sequence of conformal metrics on 
a compact three-manifold which are isospectral with respect to either the stan-
dard or conformal Laplacian, and the result of Lelong-Ferrand that any compact 
manifold with non-compact conformal group is conformally equivalent to the 
standard sphere. 
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INTRODUCTION 
A natural question which arises in geometry, and has its beginnings in the very 
origin of the subject, is the relationship between the topological, geometric, and 
analytic properties of a given Riemannian manifold. The Gauss-Bonnet theorem 
is perhaps the best known example, demonstrating the connection between the 
topological and geometric properties of a compact surface in a rather precise way. 
However, there are many "pinching", "rigidity", "finiteness", and "compactness" 
results which seek to give conditions on the curvature (diameter, volume, etc.) 
that guarantee that any manifold with these properties belongs, for example, 
to a certain diffeomorphism class (in the case of a finiteness theorem) or to 
a compact family in some topology (in the case of a compactness theorem). 
While the conditions and conclusions of these results vary, they all make some 
assumption on the sign or size of the curvature, which can be said to be the 
central Riemannian invariant. Indeed, many of these results are formulations of 
the question, how does the curvature determine the metric? 
Returning to the theory of surfaces, we have a very satisfying result: By the 
uniformization theorem, on any compact surface each metric is conformally equiv-
alent to a "model" metric of constant curvature. Therefore, given a compact 
surface with a metric of, say, positive curvature, then we know that the surface 
is topologically the sphere and the metric is conformally equivalent to the stan-
dard round metric. In higher dimensions the situation is more complicated, but 
a brief survey of some of the known results will provide a nice background for 
the main theorem to be proved here. 
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As an attempt to generalize the uniformization theorem, Y amabe [Y] asked 
whether a given compact Riemannian manifold of dimension three or greater 
is conformal to one of constant scalar curvature. His approach was to attempt 
to solve the elliptic equation satisfied by a conformal metric of constant scalar 
curvature using the methods of the calculus of variations. Although he claimed 
to have answered the question in the affirmative, N. Trudinger ( [T]) found an 
error in Yamabe's proof which he was only able to fix if the Yamabe constant 
Q(M, go) < 0. The complete solution of the Yamabe problem, that is, the 
treatment of the case where Q(M, go) > 0, took over sixteen years (for an 
exhaustive survey, see [LP]). 
The difficulty of the problem lies in the conformal invariance of the equation 
to be solved and the fact that the conformal group of the standard sphere is 
non-compact. Therefore, a sequence of conformal metrics with fixed volume and 
scalar curvature approaching a constant may not converge. The key to solving 
the problem was finding a way to distinguish whether a given manifold was 
conformally equivalent to the standard sphere. The proof of the positive mass 
conjecture by Schoen and Yau provided such a criterion, and Schoen [SJ used it 
to complete the solution of the Yamabe problem. 
The goal of this thesis is to provide a compactness criterion for metrics in a 
fixed conformal class. In the Yamabe problem, the sequence of conformal metrics 
was a minimizing sequence for the scalar curvature functional; in our setting the 
sequence is only assumed to satisfy an integral bound on the curvature, but the 
same degeneracies may occur. Before we discuss this, however, let us try to justify 
the conditions we impose on the sequence in order to conclude compactness. 
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In the uniformization theorem, the "model" metrics we discussed have constant 
curvature. In [OPSl], the authors gave another characterization of these metrics: 
Roughly speaking, they maximize the determinant of the Laplacian functional. 
Later ([OPS2]), they applied many of the techniques and results of [OPSl] to 
show that a sequence of conformal metrics on a closed compact surface which 
is isospectral with respect to the Laplacian are compact in the C 00 topology 
(modulo Moebius transformations). One can view this as a result connecting the 
analytic and geometric properties of a compact surface. 
There are two ingredients in their proof. To begin with, the isospectral as-
sumption, as is well known (see, for example [G], [MS]), implies bounds on certain 
integrals involving the curvature, i.e., "local" information. However, this local 
information is not sufficient to conclude compactness (for example, the main the-
orern of this thesis is not true in two dimensions, even if we allow a much stronger 
LP condition on the curvature). Hence some "global" invariant is needed, and 
the determinant of the Laplacian is used. In [BPY], [CYl], [CY2], the authors 
prove a similar compactness result in three dimensions for isospectral conformal 
metrics, and the first eigenvalue of the Laplacian provides the global invariant. 
In this thesis, we are able to dispense with any global quantities - a somewhat 
surprising result in view of our comments above. A precise statement follows: 
THEOREM. Let (M, g0 ) be a compact n-dimensional Riemannian manifold 
with n > 3. Let {g k = u !/ n-2 go} be a sequence of conformal metrics which 
satisfy 
(0.1) 
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(0.2) 
for some constants Vo, /3 andp > n/2 (here IRm(gk)I is the norm of the curvature 
tensor of 9k)· If n = 3, assume in addition that 
(0.2') 
where Rk is the scalar curvature of 9k· 
Then there are constants which depend on V0 , /3, and p such that 
(0.3) 
(0.4) 
{unless (M, go) is conformally equivalent to the sphere with the standard metric, 
in which case {0.3} and {O.J,} hold modulo the conformal group, i.e., there is a 
sequence of conformal transformations of M {Tk} such that if 
4/n-2 T* 
vk go= kgk 
then {0.9) and (0.4) hold for vk). Hence a subsequence of {uk} converges in 
C 0 (M) with 0 <a< (2p- n)/p. 
While other compactness results (see, for example, [P], [Y g]) have a more gen-
eral setting, we make only minimal assumptions on the curvature and conclude 
a stronger type of convergence. 
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In dimension three, assuming the sequence is isospectral with respect to either 
the standard or conformal Laplacian, then the heat invariants supply an £ 2 
curvature bound and we have as an immediate corollary: 
COROLLARY A. A sequence of conformal metrics on a compact 3-manifold 
which are isospectral with respect to either the standard or conformal Laplacian 
i3 compact in COi. {modulo the conformal group). 
In fact, it follows from the work in [BPY] and [G] that such sequences are 
compact in the C 00 topology, but we will not pursue this here. 
Let (M, g0 ) be as in the main theorem. If r denotes the conformal group of 
(M, g0), then if r is not compact we may choose a sequence {'Pk} c r which does 
not have a convergent subsequence and consider the metrics 9k = u!/n-2 g0 = 
cp'kg0 . This sequence certainly satisfies the hypotheses of the main theorem (each 
9k is isometric to go). It follows from the results of §3 and §4 that Q(M, g0 ) > 0 
and (M, go) is locally conformally fiat. Hence, by the results of §5 (which extend 
the work of [CY2]), we have as a corollary the following result of Lelong-Ferrand 
([LF]): 
COROLLARY B. A compact n-dimensional manifold (M, g0 ) has non-compact 
conformal group if and only if (M, go) is conformally equivalent to the standard 
sphere. 
We now give a brief outline of the proof of the main theorem. In Section 2, 
we show that if the sequence {Uk} does not have a uniform upper bound, then it 
blows up at finitely many points, and off these blow-up points we may extract a 
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subsequence which converges uniformly on compacta. Hence { uk} has an almost 
everywhere defined limit which we denote by w, and we conclude the section by 
showing that w is in fact bounded above (a fact which will be useful later). 
In Section 3 (which is the heart of the argument) we prove a kind of Harnack 
estimate: That is, if { uk} has a positive uniform lower bound, then it has an 
upper bound. Hence the remainder of the paper is devoted to finding a lower 
bound. 
To this end, in Section 4 we show that in case the Yamabe constant Q( M, g0 ) = 
Q :::; 0, then { uk} has a lower bound. Also, if M is not locally conformally flat, 
then a lower bound is easily achieved. We also show that if ( M, g0 ) is conformally 
equivalent to the sphere with the standard metric, then (modulo the conformal 
group) { uk} is bounded below. This leaves the case where Q > 0 and M is 
locally conformally flat. 
In Section 5 we imitate the argument of [CY2] and show that if Q > 0 and 
{Uk} does not have a lower bound, then by rescaling off the blow-up points we 
can build a complete, flat metric on M and show that M is in fact conformally 
equivalent to the sphere. 
§ 1. PRE LIM IN ARIES 
We begin by establishing some notation and recalling some basic results from 
geometry. If ( M, g) is a Riemannian manifold, then R (or R9 if there is the 
possibility of confusion) will denote the scalar curvature, Re (Re9 ) the Ricci 
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tensor, and Rm (Rmg) the full curvature tensor. Of course IRI ::; !Rel ::; IRml, 
where in the last two expressions the norm of the tensor is meant. \7 g will 
denote the gradient vector field in the g metric, but Y will usually denote \7 go to 
simplify notation. Likewise dVg will denote the volume form and dV0 = dVg0 • !:lg 
will denote the Laplace-Beltrami operator, and Lg = !:lg - anRg the conformal 
Laplacian (throughout our work, an= (n - 2)/4(n - 1)). jv}pl will denote the 
norm of the Hessian tensor in the g metric. 
If u is a smooth positive function on M and h = u4 /n-2 g is a conformal change 
of metric, then 
R = -a-1(L u)u-N+I 
h n g ' 
where N = 2n/n - 2. This implies the "conformal covariance" of L: 
Q(M, g0 ) will denote the Yamabe constant; i.e., 
where E is the Dirichlet energy with respect to g0 : 
E is conformally invariant in the sense that if h = u4 /n- 29, then Eh('P) 
E 9 (ur.p ). This implies that Q(M, g0 ) is a conformal invariant: Q(M, g0 ) 
Q(M, u4 /m- 2 g0 ), so to simplify notation we usually just write Q (since we are 
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working in a fixed conformal class, there is no ambiguity). After a conformal 
change if necessary, we will assume throughout that Ro= R90 has constant sign, 
and that sign is the same as the sign of Q. 
The Sobolev constant of 90 will be denoted by Ao: 
(1.1) 
Given x EM, p > 0, B(x, p) will denote the geodesic ball of radius p centered 
at x (in the 90 metric). For fixed x EM we define the norm 
II liq will mean the Lq_norm with respect to dVo (unless indicated otherwise). 
We will also use the following well-known result from elliptic theory: Given 
x E M, p > 0, q > n, then 
sup l'PI :s; C (llL).cpjjq;p + ll<pllq;p) • 
B(x, p/2) 
§2. ANALYSIS OF THE BLOW UP 
In this section we show that if the sequence { uk} is not bounded, then it 
blows up at finitely many points, and off these blow-up points we may extract a 
subsequence which converges uniformly on compacta. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Given a sequence of smooth positive functions { uk} which 
sati3fy 
L R N-1 g0 Uk= -an kUk j IRklPuf dVo ~ f3P (p > n/2) 
j ufdVo ~Vo 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
then either (i) there is a constant C = C(Vo, /3) > 0 independent of k such that 
max Uk SC 
M 
or (ii) there is a finite set of points :E = { x1, x2, ... , Xv} with v = v(Vo, /3) such 
that given a compact set K C M = M - :E, there is a constant C(K, V0 , /3) 
which is independent of k such that 
max Uk S C(K, Vo, /3) 
K 
(hence a further subsequence converges in ca(K) for some a > 0 by (2.1) and 
(2.2)). 
Before giving the details of the Proof of Proposition 2.1, it will be helpful 
to record the following regularity result for weak solutions of certain elliptic 
equations, of which (2.1) is an example. To simplify the exposition, we postpone 
its proof until the end of the section. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose w E W 1•2 (M) is a non-negative, weak solution of 
(2.4) 
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where 
(p > n/2) (2.5) 
and 1 Sr S r0 = (N -1) - 'f;N. Then given x EM, p > 0, q > N we have 
sup w S C(p, (3, p, q, llwllq;p)· 
B(x,p/3) 
(2.6) 
Note that Uk satisfies an equation of type (2.4) with f = -anRkuf N, r = ro. 
Proof (of Proposition 2.1). Given x E M, following [CY2] we define 
m(x) = mass of x 
= lim limsup j uf dVo, 
r->O k->oo 
B(x,p) 
and 'E = { x E M : m( x) > 0}. The term mass comes from the interpretation of 
the function uf as a density distribution. A point x E M will have large mass 
if the sequence { u k} "concentrates" at x. However, if the mass of x is small 
enough, we will see that { uk} is in fact bounded in a small neighborhood of x. 
LEMMA 2.3. Given x EM, either m(x) = 0 or m(x) 2: µ = (8Aoanf3)- 2;!" 
{3ee (1.0) for the definition of Ao). 
Proof Suppose x E M such that 0 S m( x) < µ. Fix r > 0 small enough and 
an integer J large enough so that k 2: J implies 
j ufdVo S µ. (2.7) 
B(x,r) 
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Let 'ff be a smooth cut-off function, 0 ~ T/ ~ 1, with T/ = 1 on B(x, r/2) and 
'r) - 0 on Bc(x, r), and IVrtl :S C/r. Multiplying (2.1) by 712ui+ze with 6 chosen 
so that 2 + 2£ = N, and integrating by parts yields 
(1+2c) j uiery2 j\7ukl 2dVo = - 2 J u1+2 eT/ V'uk VrtdVo 
- an J Roui+2ery2 dVo 
+ an J Rkuf +ze772dVo 
J l\7(17ui+e)l2 dVo ::; 4an J IRkluf+2 e172 dVo 
+ ~ J ui+2edVo. 
This implies, by the Sobolev inequality (1.1) and the choice of£ 
llTJui+ell}v ~ 4Aoan f IRkluf-2ui+ze'f/2dVo 
C'(Vo) 
+ 2 r 
2 
~ 4Aoan ( j 1Rkl1"uf dVo) -n llTJui+ell~ 
supp71 
(by 2.7) 
(2.8) 
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It follows easily from (2.8) that m(x) = 0. For, given 0 < p < r/2 and any k 2 J, 
j uf dVo 
B(x,p) 
< llul+ellN/(I+e) ( j dVi) i.f. 
- k N;r/2 O 
B(x,p) 
N (C') 2(1+• n• < - Cnpl+i 
- r2 ' 
and ta.Icing the appropriate limits shows m( x) = 0. This completes the proof of 
the lemma. 
Given x E M with m( x) = 0, then (2.8) holds for some r 
k 2 J(x). Hence, by (2.6) we have 
max Uk:::; C(Vo, /3, r) 
B(x,r/6) 
• 
r(x) and all 
(2.9) 
for all k 2 J(x ). In particular, if I: = </>then we may cover M with finitely many 
balls (by compactness), on each of which the estimate (2.9) holds, and it follows 
that { uk} in fact has a uniform upper bound. 
To complete the proof of the proposition, suppose I: does not have finitely 
many members, and choose a sequence {xi} of distinct elements from I:. 
Now for xi, choose a subsequence of { uk}, call it { ukJ such that 
lim lim f uf dVo = m(x1). 
r-+0 k 1 -+oo 1 
B(x1,r) 
Now choose a subsequence { Uk2 } of { Uk1 } such that 
lim lim 
r-+O k2-+oo f 
B(x2,r) 
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and so on, and take a diagonal subsequence which we again denote by { u k}. Now 
Let f, be a large enough integer so that 
£(µ/2) ~ 2Vo. 
Let r > 0 be small enough and J large enough so that for 1 ~ i ~ f,, k ~ J, 
j uf dVo ~ µ/2 
B(x;,r) 
and we also assume that r is small enough so that B(xi, r) n B(xj, r) = ¢if 
i =f. j. Then 
l 
Vo ~ ~ j uf dVo ~ £(µ/2) ~ 2Vo, 
B(x;,r) 
a contradiction. Hence E consists of finitely many points { x1 , ... , xv}, and we 
have the estimate v .::S µ-1 Vo. HK is a compact set, K C M, then we may 
cover K with finitely many balls, on each of which the estimate (2.9) holds, and 
conclude that fork ~ J(K), 
max Uk~ C(Vo, /3, K). 
K 
This finishes the proof of the proposition. 
By Proposition 2.1, a subsequence of {uk} has a limit 
W = lim Uk 
k 
• 
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which is defined on M (or on Min case {Uk} is bounded) and is Holder continuous 
on compact K C M. If E f:. </>, there remains the possibility that w has a 
singularity at some Xi E E, but in fact this is not the case, as the following 
proposition shows. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. w $ C(Vo, {3). 
Proof Let us assume that E f:. </>; otherwise the result is obvious. Since w is 
defined on M, we begin the Proof of Proposition 2.4 by showing that w weakly 
satisfies a certain elliptic equation on M. To this end, note that the bound 
along with the fact that p > 1 implies that {-anRkutN} has a subsequence 
which converges weakly in LP to f E LP; i.e., given 'ljJ E LP', .!. + 1, = 1, then p p 
and J lflPdVo $ fJP. 
LEMMA 2.5. w satisfies the elliptic equation 
(2.10) 
weakly on M, where ~N + r = N - 1. 
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Proof. Let r.p E C0 (M). Let {uk} denote a subsequence which converges 
uniformly to w on the support of <.p. Then 
j(L90 r.p)w dVo = J(L90 r.p)(w- Uk)dVo + j(L90 r.p)uk dVo 
= Ii+ j r.p(L90 Uk)dVo 
= Ii - On J Rkuf-1<.p dVo 
I J 1.N( r r) = i - On Rkuk Uk - W r.p dVo 
Since Uk --+ w uniformly on the support of r.p, we see that I 1 , h ~ 0 ask ~ oo. 
Also, r.pwr is bounded (hence in If) so by weak convergence, 
which proves the lemma. • 
The following weak removable singularities result can be found in [LP). We 
will use it to show that (2.10) holds weakly on all of M. 
LEMMA 2.6 (see [LP]). Let U be an open set in M and P E U. Suppose w is 
a weak solution of (Ll + h)w = 0 on U - {P}, with h E Lnf2 (U) and w E Lq(U) 
for some q > n~2 • Then w satisfies (Ll + h )w = 0 weakly on all of U. 
LEMMA 2.7. Equation (2.10) holds weakly on M. 
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Proof (of Lemma 2. 7). We apply Lemma 2.6 with 
h = -an Ro - f Wr-l. 
We need to verify that h E Lnf2 (M) (by the definition of w it is clear that 
w E Lnfn-2(M)). But by Holder and the definition of r, 
J lfwr-l 11} :::; llJll;12 llwllk(r-l) 
:::; C((3, Vo). 
• 
The boundedness of w now follows from the fact that w satisfies (2.10) weakly 
on M and some standard elliptic estimates. A good reference for this argument 
would be [T], but for the sake of completeness we give the details here. 
Let Xi E 'E, p > 0 a small number to be chosen later. Let TJ be a smooth 
cut-off function, 0:::; T/ :::; 1 with 77 = 1 on B(xi, p/2) and T/ = 0 on Be( xi, p). 
Let a, k, F, G be as in the Proof of Lemma 2.2. Then by (2.13) we have (with 
e=11F(w)) 
(2.11) 
Now 
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Let a = N /2. Since w E LN ( M), we can fix p small enough so that 
Then (2.11) becomes 
Letting k ---+ oo we have 
Since N 2 /2 > N, we may apply Lemma 2.2 and conclude 
sup w < C(Vo, /3), 
B(x;,p/6) 
and this completes the Proof of Proposition 2.4. • 
We now give the Proof of Lemma 2.2. Let a, k ~ 1 and define F, G E C 1 [O, oo) 
by 
t E [O, k], 
t > k; 
if t E [O, k], G(t) = { t2a-1 
k20-l + (2a - l)k 2a-Z(t - k) if t > k. 
Then F(w), G(w) E W 1 •2(M). 
Let T/ be a smooth cut-off function supported in some geodesic ball BP 
B(x, p) whose properties we will specify later. Let v = ry 2 G(w); then as w 
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satisfies (2.4) weakly we have 
Now 
- j V'wV'v dVo - O'.n j Rowv =ff wrv dVo 
j 772G'(w)IV'wj2dVo + 2 j 77G(w)V'wV'17 dVo 
=-an J Rowv dVo + J fwrv dVo. 
(2.12) 
211G(w)IV'w V'11I:::; ~112GSw) 1vw12 
+ 2jV'1712wG(w), 
and it is easily verified that 
Hence 
G(w):::; wG'(w), wG(w):::; (F(w))2, (F'(w))2 :::; aG'(w). 
2~ j 172(F'(w))2 IV'wl2dVo :::; ~ j IV'111 2(F(w))2 dVo 
+ O:n J IRol(F(w))2 ry2dVo 
+ j lflwr-l(F(w))2712dVo. 
Since l'V(17F(w))l2 :S 2172 (F'(w))21'Vwl2 + 2(F(w))2jV'171 2 , letting~= 71F(w) we 
have 
J IV'el 2dVo :S 2a(l +a) j(F(w))2 l'Y111 2dVo 
+ 4aan j IRole2dVo 
+ 4a j lflwr-iezdvo. 
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Using the Sobolev inequality (1.1) we see that 
llellJ.r ::; 4aAo j lflwr-1 e2dVo 
+ Ca2 f (112 + IV'1112)(F(w))2dVo. (2.13) 
Our intention is to iterate (2.13) in order to show that w E L 8 (Bp;2 ) for some 
s >> N. For example, suppose we can show that llwlls;p/2 ::; ; < oo with 
pt 
s >so= --r 
- p-t (2.14) 
where p > t > -R-. Then by Holder, 
This implies, by elliptic regularity and the Sobolev imbedding that 
sup w:::; C(/3, ;, p ). (2.15) 
Bp/4 
Hence, to prove (2.6) it suffices to show that llwlJs;p/2 :::; C(/3, p, llwllq;p)· We 
now proceed to do this. 
To set up the iteration, we analyze the first integral on the RHS of (2.13): 
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where a = 2pq/[(p- l)q - p(r - 1)]. It is easily verified that the requirements 
p > n/2, q > N, r :S r 0 imply o < N. Hence (2.13) implies 
11e11~ :S 4aAo,8llwll;~1 11e11! 
+ Ca.2 jcrt2 + IV111 2)(F(w))2 dVo 
llellN :S A((j, a, p, llwllq;p) ( j (F( w ))u dVo) l/u 
suppq (2.16) 
We now specify our cut-off function 1J in order to iterate (2.16). 
Let J be a fixed integer satisfying N(N/a)J > s0 , where so is defined in (2.14). 
For 1 :S j :S J, let 
Pi= p[l - j /21], 
Po= P· 
Then p =po > P1 > · · · > PJ-1 > PJ = p/2. Let T/j be a smooth cut-off function, 
0 :S 'r/j :S 1, T/i 1 on BP; and 'r/j = 0 on B~;-i · Then 
supp 1Ji C {x: 7Jj-1 = 1} .. 
For 1 :S j :S J, let ai = (N/a)i; then letting k ~ oo (recall the definitions of 
F and e) in (2.16) we have 
llw°'J7JJllN:SA( J W 17aJdVo)l/u 
supp 'IJ 
S A (j ( w•,(•/N)ry1-1 t dVo) 1/o 
:S AllwaJ-1'r/J-1 ll~/u). 
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Repeating this argument we arrive at 
llw°'J 1JJllN ~A J-1 llw°'1771 llW/u)J-1 
~ AJllwllW/u)J. 
By the definition of Ci.J and T/J this implies 
llwllso;p/2 ~ C(/3, p, llwllq;p), 
so by our earlier comments (in particular (2.15)) this completes the Proof of the 
Lemma. 
§3. FINDING AN UPPER BOUND 
In the previous section we saw that the sequence of conformal factors { uk} has 
a Holder continuous limit w. In practice, non-compactness results in the metrics 
degenerating in such a way that w = 0. But if { uk} has a positive uniform lower 
bound, then in fact it has a uniform upper bound. To be more precise, 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose there is a constant co > 0 such that Uk 2: c0 for all 
k. Then~=</> and therefore by Proposition 2.1, {uk} satisfies the conclusions 
of the Theorem (0.3), (0.4). 
The Proof of Proposition 2.1 will be divided into several steps, some involving 
lengthy calculations, so we begin by attempting to motivate the proof. 
Our first observation is the fact that the function 1/uk (for which we have 
upper bounds) is natural to consider in view of the "conformal covariance" of L. 
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For, 
Letting 'Pk = l/uk we rewrite this as 
(3.1) 
and conclude that l/uk satisfies an elliptic equation in the metric 9k· As a 
consequence, one might anticipate that upper bounds on 'Pk would imply even 
stronger regularity properties, provided we have an elliptic regularity result for 
the Laplacian .6,.gk. It turns out that using the Bochner identity and the LP 
curvature bounds for 9k one can prove such an estimate (Proposition 3.3). The 
improved regularity thus achieved is given a precise statement in 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Ifn > 4 then there are constants so= [p(n+2)-2n]/p(n-
2) > 0, ro = np/(n - p) > n, C3 = C3(co, Vo, /3) .mch that 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
where a= (2p - n)/p > 0. 
If n = 3, then the same conclusions hold with s0 = 2, ro = 6, a= 1/2; but C2 
and C3 will also depend on~. 
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Let us see how to conclude Proposition 3.1 assuming Proposition 3.2. Suppose 
1: =f:. <P and choose x1 E :1:. Consider a small geodesic ball B = Bp(x1 ) with 
The purpose of this choice of p will become apparent later, but for now think of 
p as a fixed positive number. Fix P E 8B and let Q E B be arbitrary. Then 
d(P, Q) :::; 2p, and for all sufficiently large k (say k 2 J0 ) we have uk(P) :::; 
2llwlloo· By (3.3), fork 2 Jo, 
lu;;so(P)-u;:so(Q)I :::; C3d(P, Q)a 
u;s 0 (Q) 2 u;: 80 (P) - C3d(P, Q)° 
2 2-so llwll~so - C32cx l~ 
2 2-so llwll~so - C32cx[2-so-a-l llwll~oc31] 
2 2-so-l llwll-;;0 
Uk(Q):::; 2I+l/sollwlloo 
and this estimate holds for all Q EB, k 2 Jo. But this implies, of course, that 
m(x1 ) = 0, contradicting x 1 E :1:. Hence :1: = <jJ. 
We have shown that Proposition 3.1 follows from Proposition 3.2. In order to 
prove Proposition 3.2, we begin by stating the elliptic regularity result mentioned 
earlier. 
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PROPOSITION 3.3. Let (M, h) be a compact n-dimensional manifold, n 2: 3. 
Let Ah denote the Sobolev constant of ( M, h ); i.e., for all f E W 1 •2 ( M, h), 
Then for all cp E C00 (M), t 2: 1, p > n/2, 
(/ i''V •'PIN'dV,) 'IN <Bi /i'V •'Pl"-2 (ilh'P)'dVh 
+ B2 J IV h'Pl 2tdvh, (3.5) 
where 
B2 = 2Ah t2 2Ah t2 llRch ll;p/n + 1 , { [ ] 
n/(2p-n) } 
and 
Proving (3.3) will involve some elementary but nevertheless tedious calcula-
tions, so let us first show how to conclude Proposition 3.2 from Proposition (3.3). 
The idea behind the proof is rather simple. Observe that 
J IV9Ju;1 )l 2 dV9 k = J IVoukl 2u;2dVo 
::; C( co, Vo, /3). (3.6) 
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Using this initial bound, we then iterate inequality (3.5) with h = 9k and <p = 
l/uk in order to arrive at the estimate (3.2). In order to set up the iteration, 
however, we need to do some preliminary work. 
Since we want our estimates to be independent of k, we need to show that the 
Sobolev constants A9 k have a uniform upper bound. Of course the lower bound 
on Uk implies a lower bound on the injectivity radius of 9k, and this, combined 
with the upper bound on volume (0.1), gives control of the Sobolev constant (see, 
for example [Cr]); but there is a more natural way to see this in the conformal 
setting, given our curvature bounds. 
Let <.p = ukf; then by conformal invariance of the Dirichlet energy we have 
E 9 k (J) = E 90 (cp), so by the Sobolev inequality (1.1), 
( )
2/N 1 IJINdVgk 
~ Ao [/ IY' oc.pJ 2 dVo + / cp2 dVo] 
~Ao [E90 (cp) + 1(1- anRo)cp2 dV0 ] 
~Ao [E9k (J) + 1(1- anRo)f2u-,;N+2dVo] 
~Ao[/ JV9kfl 2 dV9k +an 1 Rkj2dV9 k 
+ C(Co) 1 j2dV9 k l · (3.7) 
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Let b >> 0 and define Eb= {x EM: IRk(x/ I~ b}. Then 
j Rkf2 dVg1c = J Rkf2 dV91c + J Rkf2 dV9 1c 
Eb Eb 
(3.8) 
Since 
f3P ~ f IRklPdVglc ~!JP-% f IRkln/2 dVg1c 1 
Eb Eb 
we have (L JR,J'<dV,,) 2 /n S b-f<C•-»132•!•. 
Substituting this into (3.8), and (3.8) into (3. 7) we find 
Choosing b large enough (depending on /3) we can absorb the first term on the 
RHS of the above inequality into the LHS, giving us an upper bound for A9 1c 
depending on c0 and {3 which we will henceforth denote by Ao. 
If we take h = 91c, r..p = l/uk in (3.5), then by (3.1), we have (after dropping 
subscripts to simplify notation) 
(/ JV'<pJN'dV) 2/N <Bi jJ'V<pju-2 (a.R<p - <>nRo<pN-•) 2 dV 
+ B2 I IVcpj2tdV. (3.9) 
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Considering the first term on the RHS of (3.9) we have 
J j\7<pj2t-2(anR'P - a:nRo'PN-I)2dV 
::; 2c~a:~ j j\7<pj2t-2 R 2dV + 2a~JIRoll;,c~(N-l) j JVcpl2t- 2dV. 
(3.10) 
Now for 8 > 0, 
where here, and in what follows, II lls denotes the L 8 -norm in the 9k metric. If 
we take 
and substitute (3.11) into (3.10), and (3.10) into (3.9) we find 
+ C(B2, co)IJV'cpll~! 
JJV'cpJJNt::; C(Bi, co)IJRll 1/t 2Nt + C(B2, co)llVcpJJu. 
Nt+2(1-t) 
(3.12) 
Inequality (3.12) makes it clear why we need the additional assumption on the 
scalar curvature (0.2') when n = 3. In fact, taking t = 1 and examining the 
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dependence of B1, B2 on /3, co and A9k, and using the fact that A9 1: :::; Ao we 
have 
1/6 l (J j\7cpj 6dV) :::; C(/J, c0 )/3 + C(/3, c0) (/ JVcpJ 2dV) 2 
:::; C(/3, /3, co, Vo), 
where the last inequality follows from (3.6). 
If n 2 4, assume that p < n. Then if 
2p 
t :::; 2N + p(2 - N) = To, 
we have (by Holder) 
llRll 2Nt :::; C(Vo, /)) 
Nt+2(1-t) 
and conclude 
(3.13) 
where A2 = A2(Vo, /3, co, n, p ). We now proceed to iterate (3.13) in order to 
show (3.2). 
Let k be the smallest integer such that 
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Then by (3.13), 
ll\7'PllNTo ~ A2(1 + llY1'Pll2ro) 
~ A2 (1 + ll'V'f'llN(~To)) 
< A2 +A~ ( 1 + llV'Pll(~)(NTo)) 
~ (A2 +A~+···+ A~)+ A~llVcpll(2;N)k(NTo)(NTo) 
~ C(A2) + A~l!Vcpllq· 
Now letting t = 1 in (3.13) shows 
< C(/3, Vo, co) 
(where again we have used (3.6)), while q :'.S N implies by Holder that 
Combining this with (3.14) we conclude 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
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To see that (3.2) follows from (3.15), recall that r0 = NTo = np/(n - p), and 
compute: 
j IY'cplroav = j IV gk (u;1 )lrodVg• 
= j (IY'o(u/; 1 )lu~n: 2 ) ro uf dVo 
-J 1~ 1ro -2ro(~:;)+NdlT 
- voUk Uk VO 
= sQ"ro J IY'o(u;;so)lrodVo, 
where so = [p(n + 2) - 2n]/p(n - 2). 
If n = 3, then 
We have therefore shown that Proposition 3.2 follows from Proposition 3.3. 
So in order to conclude Proposition 3.2 (hence by our earlier work, Proposition 
3.1 ), we now proceed to prove Proposition 3.3. 
We begin with a lemma. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let (M, h) be a compact n-dimensional manifold with n ~ 3. If 
<p E C00 (M), then for any q ~ 1 we have 
J IY'h'Plql\i'~cpl 2dVh ~ (1 + q/4) J l\7h'Piq(~w,) 2dVh 
+ j IRchll\7 h'Plq+2avh. 
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Proof. Let S = .Jc.+ l\7h<pl 2 , where c > 0. For tangent vectors X, Y we 
denote h(X, Y) = (X, Y). To simplify notation we drop the subscript h, and 
compute: 
J ( ~'P )2 sq dV = j ( ~'P )(sq 6.ip )dV 
= - j (\lip, \7(Sq~<p ))dV 
= - J (\7<p, Sq\7(~<p) + qSq-I(~<.p )\7S)dV 
= - J Sq(\7cp, \7(6.ip))dV - q J sq-I(~<.p)(\7cp, \7S)dV. 
Recall the Bochner identity: 
Substituting this into the above equation we have 
/(6.cp) 2SqdV = - J Sq { ~6.l\7'Pl 2 - l\72 <pl 2 - Rc(\71.p)} dV 
- q J sq- 1 (~1.p)(\71.p, \7S)dV 
= -~ j Sq6.l\7<.pl 2dV + j Sql\72 ipl 2dV 
+ J SqRc(\7cp)dV - q J sq-I(~ip)(\7r.p, \7S)dV. 
(3.18) 
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Now, 
where the last line follows from the fact that 
We also note 
which implies 
L\.Sq+2 = (q + 2)Sq+l L\.S + (q + 2)(q + l)SqlY' s12 
= (q + 2)sq+1 { ~s-1 L\.IY''Pl2 - s-1 IY' s12} 
+ (q + 2)(q + l)SqlY'Sl2 
1 
= 2(q + 2)SqL\.jV'<pj2 + q(q + 2)SqlY'Sl2, 
Integrating this expression over M gives 
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Substituting this back into (3.18) we have 
J(.!:l.1.p)2 SqdV= j SqlV2 r.pl 2 dV+ j SqRc(\lcp)dV 
+q j sq1vs12av-q j sq-1 (.!':l.r.p)('V'r.p, vs)av 
J SqlV2r.pl 2 dV = J(\l<p)2 SqdV - f SqRc(Vr.p)dV 
-q j sq1vs12av +q j(sqf2 - 1 (.!:l.r.p)'V'1.p,sqf2vs)dV 
S j (6.<p )2 SqdV + J IRclSq+2 
-q j sq1vs12av + q j sq1vs1 2 
+ ~q J 5q-2 l'V'r.pl2(~1.p )2dV 
s (1 + q/4) j (6.r.p) 2SqdV + j IRclsq+ 2av. 
Letting c -r 0 gives (3.17). 
To continue the Proof of Proposition 3.3, let f = l'V'<plt in (3.4). Then 
(! IVcplN'dV) l/N::; Ah{! IVIVcpl'l'dV + f IVcpl"dV} 
s Ah {t2 J IV1.pl 2t-2 l'V'IV1.pi12dV 
+ J IV'Pl2tdV} 
• 
S Ah {t 2 J IVcpl 2t-zl'V'\ol 2dV + J l'V'cpludV}. 
(3.18) 
If we let q = 2(t- l) in (3.17) and substitute the resulting expression into (3.18) 
we find 
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(! IV'PIN'dV) '/N ::0 Aht' { (1+(t-1)/2) J IV<pl21 - 2 (Ll.<p)2dV 
+ j IRclJV<pjudV} +Ah j j\7<pjudV 
~ Aht2 (1 + t) j JV7<pju-2(~<p)2dV 
Aht2 J j\7<pj 2tJRcjdV +Ah j J\7<pj2tdV. 
As before, let Eb= {x EM: JRclx ~ b}; then 
and subtracting gives (3.5). 
§4. FINDING A LOWER BOUND 
In view of Proposition 3.1, we have reduced the proof of the main theorem to 
establishing a lower bound for the sequence { u k}. In this section we will show 
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that in many cases, an a priori lower bound for { uk} can be found. In order to 
do so, it is useful to isolate the following apparently weak property introduced 
in [CY2]: 
DEFINITION. We say that {uk} satisfies(*) if there is a point x EM, constants 
p, c, C > 0 such that f u;edVo ::; C. (*) 
B(x,p) 
Surprisingly, (*) is sufficient to ensure a lower bound. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose {uk} satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 2.1, and also 
(*). Then there are constants 80 , C~ > 0 such that 
J u;80 dVo ::; c~. ( 4.1) 
M 
As a consequence, there is a constant C0 > 0 such that 
(4.2) 
Proof Let 8 > 0 and multiply the equation for Uk by u;- 1 - 28 . Then integrating 
by parts gives 
If 8 > 0 is small enough so that p( N - 2 - 28) ::; N, then by Holder 
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Let .X 1 denote the first non-zero eigenvalue of !i90 • Then by the Rayleigh 
inequality, 
j u;"av, S (/ u;•av,) 2 / (/ dVo) + ;, j fVu;'l'dVo 
< (/ u;'dVo )' / (/ dVo) 
+ ;
1 
{ C + Cb2 f u;26 dV0 }. (4.4) 
If b < c (where c is the exponent in (*)) we have 
f u;:6dVo = f u;:6dVo + J u;:6dV0 
Bp B~ 
s c + (/ u;"av,) l (/ dVo) l 
This implies that for any 'f/ > 0, 
(/ u;•av, )' / (/ dVo) < c,+ 
(1+~) (/ dVo/ [ dVo) (/ uk26dVo) 
Substituting this into ( 4.4) gives 
J u;26 dVo S C0 + (1+ ~) (h; dVo/ L dVo) (/ u;26dVo) 
+ Cb2 f u;26 dVo. (4.5) 
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Now choose 1J = ry(p) > 0 small enough, then 80 > 0 small enough so that the 
last two terms in the RHS of ( 4.5) can be absorbed into LHS, giving us ( 4.1 ). 
To see that (4.2) follows from (4.1), let G(X, ·) denote the Green's function 
for D.90 with singularity at XE M. Then G(X, ·) ~ 0 and llG(X, ·)lit :S Ct for 
t < n/(n - 2). If 0 < 8 < 80, 
uf;6(X) = / uf;6dVo / / dVo - J G(X, ·)D.(uf;6 )dV0 
:SC - J G(X, ·) {-8anRkuf-2 -o - 8anRouf;6 
+ 8(8 + l)u;2 - 6 l\7ukl2 } dVo 
SC+ Dan J G(X, ·)Rkuf-2 - 6dVo 
+ 8an / G(X, ·)Rouf;6dVo. (4.6) 
Now 11Rkuf-2 - 6 lls :S C((3, Vo) withs = N/(N - 2 - 8) > ~ by Holder. This 
implies 
I J G(X, ·)Rku~-2 -6dVol S llG(X, ·)lls1 llRkuf-2- 6 lls 
:::; c 
where 1/ s + 1/ s' = 1 and s' < n~2 • This gives a bound for the first integral 
in the RHS of ( 4.6). But if 8 > 0 is chosen small enough, we can use Holder to 
bound the third term. This gives us (4.2). • 
There are two cases for which (*) can be verified relatively easily. Recall 
Q = Q(M, y0 ) denotes the Yamabe constant of (M, y0 ). 
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LEMMA 4.2. If Q ::::; 0 and {uk} satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 2.1, 
then { uk} satisfies (*) . 
Proof We first observe that if co > 0 satisfies p(N - 2 - 2co) = N, then by 
( 4.3) we have j l'Vukl 2u;2 - 2 e 0 dVo::::; C(Vo, {3). (4.7) 
This follows from the fact that Ro ::::; 0 (because Q ::::; 0) and 
by Holder. 
Let v be any smooth, positive, non-constant function and let h = v 4 fn- 2g0 • If 
we let Wk = uk/v, then 
LhWk = Lv4fn-2 90 (uk/v) 
= 1/-N+l(Lgo Uk) 
R N-1 =-an kWk . 
If S denotes the scalar curvature of h, then 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
Since v is non-constant and J(b. 90 v)dVo = 0, there is an open set U C M 
where b.v > 0. Choose a point x E U and a geodesic ball B = B(x, p) whose 
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closure is in U. By scaling v if necessary, we may assume 
mj.n v 2: 1, min !J.v > 1. 
B B -
Choose a smooth cut-off function T/ whose support is in U and such that 'T/ _ 1 
on B. Then multiplying equation (4.8) by .,,2w;1 -eo and integrating by parts 
gives 
Now 
Also, 
f (D..hwk)wf: 1-e0 172dVh - an f S172wf:e0 dVh 
= -an j Rkwf-2-eo r,2 dVh 
(1 +co) J 112w;;2-eo IV' hWkl2dVh - 2 I 1]Wj;1-e 0 (\7 h'TJ, \7 hWk)hdVh 
JS 
2 -eodVi JR N -2-eo 2dTT 
-an 1J wk h =-an kWk 'T/ Yh. 
I j Rkwr-2-eo'T/2dvhl =I j Rkur-2-eory2v2+eodvol 
:::; C(Vo, (3). 
I j TJW/;1-e0 (\7h'T/, Y'hwk)hdVhl 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
1 1 
:::; (j 112IY'h11l 2dVh) 2 (j w;;2- 2e0 l'Vhwkl2dVh) 2 
1 
:::; C (! uf:2-2eol\7ukl2v4+2eodVo) 2 
:::; C(Vo, (3), (4.13) 
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because of (4.7). Hence by (4.11), (4.12), and (4.13) we have 
Now 
-an j S172wk"e0 dVo =-an/ {-a;;-1 (Lg
0
v) v-N+I} uke0 172vN+2e0 dVo 
= J (Lgov) uke:o172v1+2e:odVo 
so { uk} satisfies (*). 
2:: j (~uo v) u;e0 172 v1+2e: 0 dVo (because Ro :S 0) 
2:: l uk"e0 dVo, 
If W(gk) denotes the Weyl curvature tensor of gk, then 
Consequently, 
• 
Since p > n/2, if W(g 0 ) '¢. 0 we immediately have that { uk} satisfies (*). We 
have therefore proved 
LEMMA 4.3. If n 2:: 4 and (M, go) is not locally conformally fiat then { uk} 
satisfies (*). 
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The last case of interest, and really the model for the problem in the conformal 
setting, is the sphere sn with the standard round metric 90 • The conformal group 
of (Sn, 90 ) is not compact, so in general a sequence of metrics may not satisfy 
(*) (see [CY3) for a further discussion of this phenomenon). For example, let 
{ 'Pt}t~l denote the I-parameter family of conformal transformations induced 
by stereographic projection and dilation which leave the two poles fixed. Then 
{'P;90 } is a family of metrics which satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem (they 
are all isometric to 9 0 ) but do not have a lower (or upper) bound. However, it 
is this very I-parameter family which we will use to show that any sequence of 
metrics which exhibits this degenerate behavior can be pulled back to a bounded 
one. This idea of "renormalizing" is due to K. Uhlenbeck. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Suppose (M, 90 ) is conformally equivalent to (Sn, 90 ), and 
that {uk} satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 2.1. Then if {Uk} does not satisfy 
(*),there are conformal transformations {Tk} such that ifT'k9c = v!/n-2 90 , then 
{vk} satisfies (*). 
Proof. Let us assume (M, g0 ) =(Sn, 90 ); the more general case of conformal 
equivalence follows in an obvious way. 
Now, if { uk} does not satisfy (*), then max Uk --+ oo as k --+ oo. After 
composing with a rotation, assume that the maximum of Uk is achieved at the 
south pole. To make our calculations explicit, we introduce coordinates ((, ~) 
with e E [-I, I), ( E Rn. Here~ is the latitudinal variable so that e = -I 
corresponds to the south pole. If {<pt}t~1 is the I-parameter family of conformal 
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transformations mentioned above, then 'Pt g0 = 'lfJi/n- 2 g0 , where 
- ((1 + 0 + t2(1 - ~)) (2-n)/2 
'l/Jt((, ~) - 2t 
Hence, if <p;g,. = (vk,t)4/n-2g0 , then 
For each k choose tk so that vk(O, -1) = 1. Then Vk ::; 2<n-2)/2 on the southern 
hemisphere. Hence if Q = {( (, 0 E sn : ~ s -1 /2}, then by the Harnack 
inequality, 
This gives us a uniform lower bound on Q and implies that {vk} satisfies (*). • 
§5. THE DEGENERATE CASE 
In §4 we were able to establish an a priori lower bound for {uk} except when 
Q > 0 and (M, g0 ) is locally conformally flat. In this section we give a straight-
forward generalization of the argument in [CY2] to higher dimensions in order 
to show 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Suppose Q > 0 and (M, 90 ) is locally conformally fiat. If 
{uk} does not satisfy(*), then (M, 90 ) is conformally equivalent to (Sn, g0 ). 
Since the case where ( M, 9o) is the standard sphere was treated in §4, this 
will complete the proof of the theorem. 
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Proof. Since(*) fails, Uk -+ 0 in C°' on compact subsets of M - E, by Propo-
sition 2.1. Given r > 0 and small, define 
v 
Mr= M - LJ B(xi, r) 
i=l 
where E = {x1, x2, ... , Xv}. 
Now fix r > 0 small and for each k choose a constant q so that 
cf j uf dVo = 1. 
Mr 
Then Ck -+ oo. Letting Vk =Ck Uk, and hk = v!/n-2 go we have 
In fact, 
J IRc(hk)IPdVh,. = c;<N-2 )(p-n/2 ) J 1Rc(g.)IPdV9• 
-+ 0 as k -+ oo. 
J IL90 v,.j 2 n/(n+2)dVo:::; C(Vo, /3). 
Mr 
J ILg0 v,. ldVo :::; an J IRkluf-2 v,.dVo 
Mr Mr 
~ <>nf3 (J uf dVo) ('p-n)/np (J vi;' dVo) 'IN 
-+ 0 as k -+ oo. 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
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Now (5.2) implies that {vk} is bounded in W 2 •2 nf(n+2 )(Mr ), hence in W 1 •2 (M2 r ). 
Thus {vk} has a subsequene which converges weakly tor E W1 •2(M2r) and sat-
isfies (weakly, hence strongly) L 90 f = 0 on M2r (by (5.3)). We wish to verify 
that r is strictly positive; that will follow from the strong maximum principal 
(since Ila > 0) once we have shown that r ;/=. 0 on M2r. 
which implies 
max v,. ::=;; Crmin v1c. 
Mr Mr 
Since 
we have v1c ~ C > 0 on Mr and hence r > 0. 
For any 0 < r' < r we may apply the same argument to producer' > 0, and 
as in [CY2] we find that r' is proportional to r so that by adjusting constants 
we may assumer= f'. Let r;-+ 0 and for each r; repeat the process, then take 
a diagonal subsequence to producer> 0 which satisfies L 90 r = 0 on M - E. 
By the removable singularities result of [GS], either r has a pole at some Xi E E 
or each element of Eis a removable singularity. In the latter case we would have 
L 90 r = 0 on M with r smooth, a contradiction. Hence there is a non-empty 
set E1 C E such that Xi E E1 if and only if r(x) ,.., d(x, xi)2-n near Xi. Let 
X =M-E1 . 
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Now h = r 4/n-2 g0 is a complete, flat metric on X; this follows from (5.1) and 
the fact that (M, g0 ) is locally conformally flat. By the classification theorem for 
flat space forms (see [WJ), this implies that (X, h) is conformally equivalent to 
the sphere minus 1~1 1-1 points and (M, g0 ) is therefore conformally equivalent 
to (Sn' Yo)· 
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